Discovering the Adult Baby in you - the joys, the struggles, the highs and the lows.

We have another new book for you to read!
“The Adult Baby Identity – Coming out as an Adult Baby”
“Who we are and who we understand ourselves to be is of immense importance to us and yet, as Adult
Babies, we are often flummoxed by that question. Why do we have these babyish feelings? Why do we
wear diapers and can still fully access our toddler feelings and emotions?
This new book by Dylan Lewis explores the psyche of the Adult Baby and how it functions and through
various stages of development.
If you are an Adult Baby, this book is recommended to help you understand not just who you are, but
also your value and place as an AB in the world.
You are not common, but you are normal. You are poorly understood by the world, but you don't need
to be poorly understood by yourself.”

You can buy this direct from us for $7.25 or for just $2 more purchase the two Dylan Lewis books
together – “Becoming Me” as well as “The Adult Baby Identity”
The Adult Baby Identity (PDF) $7.25
The AB Identity + Becoming Me (PDF) $9.25

Rosalie’s illness update

As most of you now, Rosalie was stuck with a near-fatal heart issue some 6 weeks ago. It is
great to report that she is now improving on a daily basis and the crisis is over and it is now
back to recovery and strengthening again. So, we are all smiling a lot more now and breathing
a sigh of relief!

Special Subscriber-only offer - All NINE of our Non-Fiction books.

There's still a Baby in my Bed! / Adult Babies: Psychology and Practices / The Joy of Bedwetting
Diaper Discipline and Dominance / Becoming Me: A Journey of Self-acceptance / Being an Adult Baby
So, Your Teenager is Wear Diapers! / Coffee with Rosie / The Adult Baby Identity
Normally these books are $US65, but you can have them for just $35

Nine Non-fiction AB Discovery Books (PDF) $35.00

Upcoming Book Titles

We currently have at least SIX new titles underway in various stages of development. Keep coming
back and checking out when your favourite book is about to be published.
Come and check us out on Twitter! Or just email us at
abdiscovery@adam.com.au
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